
Screening for Unescorted Access of Personnel to Nuclear Power Plants  

Certification of continuous employment, reliability and trustworthiness of personnel. 

Vattenfall AB Ringhals (NSA 190401)

Fill in the form and send it to: 
Ringhals AB 
Tillträdesservice 
S-432 85 VÄRÖBACKA 
Mail: access.ringhals@vattenfall.com

Name

Nationality

Date of birth (yymmdd)

Female
Male

Address

Passport number

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Name                                                                 has been continuously employed with company  

                                                                                      since date                                                  
  
We have reviewed his personnel file again to confirm trustworthiness and reliability,   
name                                                                has not exhibited any aberrant behaviour or 
charter traits that might pose a threat to public health and safety or might bear on his 
ability to discharge his duties in a reasonable manner.  
As to the statement of suitable enquiry, we wish to confirm that to the best of our 
knowledge, name                                                                 had not: 
 
- Been tested positive for drugs or use of alcohol that resulted in on-duty impairment 
 
- Been subject to a rehabilitation plan for treating substance abuse (except for self- 
   referral) 
 
- Been denied unescorted access or removed from any nuclear power plant in accordance 
   with the fitness for duty policy 
 
- Been removed from activities due to drugs or alcohol use 
  
If applicable, 
Name                                                                is granted unescorted access on date                            
to the vital and protected areas on NPP name                                                      

This clearance was based on satisfactory results of a background investigation which 
included checks of criminal records covering a minimum of the past five years and checks 
of other evidence that would threat or reflect adversely upon that individual´s 
trustworthiness and reliability. The certificate is valid for one (1) year.

Yours sincerely

Signature

Printed name

Phone number

Emailadress

Staff function

Contact person on Ringhals

Companynamne

Date


Safety regulations at Ringhals
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Certification of continuous employment, reliability and trustworthiness of personnel. 
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Name
Nationality
Date of birth (yymmdd)
Address
Passport number
Dear Sir/Madam,
Name                                                                 has been continuously employed with company 
                                                                                      since date                                                 
 
We have reviewed his personnel file again to confirm trustworthiness and reliability,  
name                                                                has not exhibited any aberrant behaviour or charter traits that might pose a threat to public health and safety or might bear on his ability to discharge his duties in a reasonable manner. 
As to the statement of suitable enquiry, we wish to confirm that to the best of our knowledge, name                                                                 had not:- Been tested positive for drugs or use of alcohol that resulted in on-duty impairment- Been subject to a rehabilitation plan for treating substance abuse (except for self-   referral)- Been denied unescorted access or removed from any nuclear power plant in accordance   with the fitness for duty policy- Been removed from activities due to drugs or alcohol use
 
If applicable,Name                                                                is granted unescorted access on date                              to the vital and protected areas on NPP name                                                     
This clearance was based on satisfactory results of a background investigation which included checks of criminal records covering a minimum of the past five years and checks of other evidence that would threat or reflect adversely upon that individual´s trustworthiness and reliability. The certificate is valid for one (1) year.
Yours sincerely
Signature
Printed name
Phone number
Emailadress
Staff function
Contact person on Ringhals
Companynamne
Date
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